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work in progress

Think bold. Dare to try something new! Now more than ever, our 
creativity finds expression in the active process of creation. The  
in-depth exploration of materials and techniques leads to an  
undreamt-of wealth of ideas. Systematic experimentation and  
fortuitous coincidences bring about fascinating designs. In addition, 
the numerous sustainability initiatives of young avantgarde  
designers inspire an almost unstopp able desire to experiment,  
for instance with recycling, upcycling and innovative material  
alternatives, combined with traditional craft techniques and  
sophisticated DIY products. 

The Creativeworld Trends 2020/21 offer the industry completely  
new opportunities to demonstrate its strength as a competent 
creative partner.

work-out
Anything but perfect. We find 
the courage to experiment.

re-form
Topsy- turvy. We discover the  
design power of diversity.

up-date 
Making a statement. We use 
typography as a creative message.
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work-out

Creating new things. Free, experimental  
and original! A deliberately imperfect, raw  
aesthetic reflects a totally contemporary  
concept that focuses on the creative devel-
opment process. Archetypal forms, restless  
surfaces, signs of use and shabby chic  
combine with the colours of natural materials 
to give a handcrafted look. Innovation 
through experimentation. Freely shapeable  
materials such as plaster, modelling clay, 
cardboard mesh, cement, concrete, ceramic 
glazes, structural paste, crackle paste and 
slate paste open up fascinating options.



work-out

These primarily handcrafted techniques  
invite the user to try out new applications 
and effects. Exciting surfaces – irregular, 
coarse, matt or fine – are created by scraping, 
smoothing and moulding. As eye-catchers, 
we incorporate impressions of interesting 
plants and stones into the liquid material. 
Our designs use natural materials such as 
woven rattan, willow and reed as well as 
cord, which can be knitted, crocheted or 
knotted. Ceramic glazes with different  
degrees of sand content create unexpected 
visual effects. Found objects, building  
rubble and waste wood are poured into 
concrete or gypsum. We have also  
rediscovered old techniques such as cyan 
blue printing, an innovation from the dawn 
of photography.
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re-form

The use of multi-colours and multi-tech-
niques lend existing products a new  
character – and are the central design  
element in this expressive DIY trend.  
Sustainability is a major motivation as we 
try to throw away less and reuse more.  
Another motivation is the desire to move 
away from prefabricated patterns and  
methods. The result is individual creations 
in which we are able to find ourselves.  
Collages, action painting, batik, colour  
gradients, dip dye, spray and melange  
effects: The use of colour and technology  
is given free rein – with mixing, painting, 
moulding, spraying and printing.
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re-form

Dynamic patterns are created with fimo, 
modelling clay or enamel by blending and 
kneading different colours. Squeegee  
imprints and random traces of colour  
create expressive visual designs. Multi- 
techniques, such as overprinting existing 
patterns, are simple and effective. Colour  
becomes a means of experimentation.  
Singular combinations are developed that 
are random and wild. We weave, knot and 
knit –  with multicoloured twisted or  
mottled yarns, with cut plastic bags and 
even recycled textiles. The wool in old  
knitted sweaters can be transformed into 
creative patchwork blankets. The mix of 
recycling, upcycling and classic DIY  
products is providing an inexhaustible 
source of inspiration.
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up-date

Carefree and unpredictable, this trend leads 
into a new dimension of typographic design 
in which writing becomes a means of 
expressing a free, rebellious attitude to life. 
Sayings, phrases, quotations and song lyrics 
are used as striking motifs. Messages that 
resonate with us.  Designed with a spirit of 
freedom, these are individual statements  
for a young, self-confident generation. In 
contrast to the subtle aesthetics of traditional 
calligraphy, this relaxed style takes a free  
approach to typography. Experiences gained 
from hand lettering form the foundation,  
but the methods and styles couldn’t be more 
different.
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Lettering is applied, brushed, drawn,  
scribbled or even knitted. Marker pens, 
graffiti, intarsia knits, cord embroidery, 
 paper creations, random notes and scribbles 
are characteristic of this trend. Collages, 
transfer foils, silhouettes, cutouts and 
scraped images made with wax crayons 
give a young and fresh look. The designs 
present messages as well as striking  
typefaces, loose sequences of letters,  
all-over visual images and exciting zoom 
effects. The styles have a casual look on 
hoodies, sneakers and hip bags as  
well as on everyday objects – from pencil 
cases, backpacks, notebooks and pens  
to individual bullet journals, notebooks 
and timers.

up-date
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Think bold. Dare to try something new! Now more than ever, our creativity 
finds expression in the active process of creation. The in-depth exploration 
of materials and techniques leads to an undreamt-of wealth of ideas.  
Systematic experimentation and fortuitous coincidences bring about  
fascinating designs. In addition, the numerous sustainability initiatives of 
young avantgarde designers inspire an almost unstoppable desire to  
experiment, for instance with recycling, upcycling and innovative material  
alternatives, combined with traditional craft techniques and sophisticated 
DIY products. 

The Creativeworld Trends 2020/21 offer the industry completely new  
opportunities to demonstrate its strength as a competent creative 
partner.
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List of participants

BORCIANI E BONAZZI borcianiebonazzi.it

BOTZ botz-glasuren.de

C. KREUL c-kreul.de

CHRISTOPHORUS christophorus-verlag.de

DREMEL dremeleurope.com

EAZI CANDLE eazicandle.co.uk

EBERHARD FABER eberhardfaber.de

ECOBRA ecobra.de

EDDING edding.de

EFCO efco.de

FRECHVERLAG topp-kreativ.de

GRAINE grainecreative.com

HOTEX hotex.de

JACQUARD jacquardproducts.com

JEJE jejeprodukt.nl

KREMER kremer-pigmente.com

LAMALI lamali.com

LEHNER lehnerfloral.at

MARABU marabu.com/creative

MAX BRINGMANN folia.de

RICO rico-design.de

ROYAL TALENS royaltalens.com

SPRINGER springer-pinsel.de

STAEDTLER MARS staedtler.de

COMPANY www COMPANY www COMPANY www

SUPPORTED BY

TESA tesa.com

THE JAPANESE PAPER japanesepaperplace.com

TUDI BILLO tudi-billo.de

W. ABIG abig.de

ZAHN PINSEL zahn-pinsel.de

ZWAJOMI zwajomi.com

ALFAGR moshrif@link.net

TESA tesa.com
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